ASSEMBLY GUIDE
STEP 49

THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
The compressed air engine start-up system was used in the event of a malfunction
of the electric starter, or if the accumulator batteries were weakly charged.
The advantage of this system was its energy independence.

T

he engine was started by turning the handle
of the tap reducer in an anti-clockwise direction
for one or two turns (depending on the degree
of charge in the cylinders and the time of year) ;
compressed air passed through the open valve of one
of the cylinders and the tap-reducer, along the pipe into
the crankshaft in any position, then lowed through the start-up
valves into one or two engine cylinders where the pistons
were in the power stroke.

Under the action of the compressed air on the pistons,
the crankshaft and the distributor disk began to rotate
and compressed air entered the subsequent cylinders
(in working order). After the engine started, the supply
of compressed air was interrupted, and the tapreducer and the cylinder stop valve were shut of. When
the compressed-air start-up system was operating,
the pressure of the air entering the engine cylinders was not
to exceed 90 kg/cm2.
At the beginning of 1942
the No. 112 “Red Sormovo”
plant did not have regular
deliveries of compressed
air cylinders. Defective
artillery shell casings were
used as a substitute.
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CODE
NUMBER

049A

049B

COMPONENT NAME

QUANTITY

049A

Gearbox left support *

1

049B

Gearbox right support *

1

049C

Gearbox frame **

2

* These parts will be fitted in stage 50
** These parts will be fitted in stage 58

049C

049C

The gearbox supports (049A and 049B) and the two
frames (049C) will secure the gearbox to the lower hull in
later stages. Keep them in a safe place until required.

049C
049A
049B
049C

2

The next stages will continue
assembling the interior of
your T-34-85 tank.
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STEP 50

THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
Transmission in a tank is a set of mechanisms for the transmission of torque from
the engine to the driving wheels. Transmission in the T-34-85 tank comprised the
main clutch, gearbox, onboard clutches and final drives.

T

orque from the engine was transmitted through
the main clutch to the gearbox. In the gearbox,
the torque changed in accordance with the gear
engaged and further on through onboard clutches
(installed at the ends of the main gearbox) and was
supplied to the onboard transmissions which powered
the driving wheels.

The main clutch took the form of a multi-disc
disengageable clutch. This disengaged the engine from the
gearbox briely when changing gear, starting the engine
and braking the tank. It allowed for smooth movement of
the tank from its stationary position, and for the protection
of the power transmission and engine components from
breakdowns when the load on the driving wheels rose sharply.

A leading part of the main
clutch, together with
the fan mounted upon it,
served as an engine
lywheel.
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050A

LM

BP

CODE
NUMBER

COMPONENT NAME

QUANTITY

050A

Gearbox casing lower

1

050B

3mm Screwdriver

1

LM

2.3 × 4mm screw

1 + 1*

BP

1.7 × 4mm screw

4 + 1*

3

Check that the cooling fan mounting bracket (045E) is correctly itted –
see issue 45, page 5, step 5. Now it the front of the gearbox casing
lower (050A) over the cooling fan mounting bracket (045E) and ix
with one LM screw into the spindle of the engine base lower (044A).
045E

* includes spares

050B

050A

1

Fit the gearbox left support (049A) supplied with
the previous issue to the left side of the gearbox casing
lower (050A), ensuring that the support lange is
on the outside and the upright wall is innermost – see also
the main photograph for step 3. Fix with two BP screws.
BP
049A

050A
BP

2

050A

Fit the gearbox right support (049B) supplied with
the previous issue to the right side of the gearbox
casing lower (050A) and ix with two BP screws.

044A
LM

049B

BP

050A

BP

2

3
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STEP 51

THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
The main clutch is mounted on the crankshaft of the engine. It comprises driving
and driven parts and a withdrawal mechanism. It is operated from the driving
compartment by means of a linkage.

R

apid wear and tear and poor design meant that
the main clutch of the T-34 tank was almost never
completely disengaged. It was “out of control”
and changing gear under such conditions was
diicult. In the case of a non-disengaged main clutch, only
experienced drivers could “prod” the required gear into the
correct position. Other drivers adopted a simpler approach:
prior to an attack, second gear was engaged

(the start-up gear for the T-34), while the revolutions limiter
was removed from the engine. During movement the engine
revolutions reached 2300 rev/min and, accordingly, the tank
accelerated to 20-25 km/hr.
The transmission problems were not resolved until after the
installation of a ive-speed gearbox with continuous meshing of
the gear wheels and upgrading of the main clutch design. This
resulted in a sharp increase in tank manoeuvrability.

Disengaging the main
clutch from the driving
compartment was
achieved with a drive
control unit.
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051B

051A
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051C

LM

CODE
NUMBER

COMPONENT NAME

QUANTITY

051A

Diferential left (L) outer

1

051B

Diferential left (2) inner

1

051C

Gearbox axle sleeve left (L)

1

051D

Diferential right (R) outer

1

051E

Diferential right (1) inner

1

051F

Gearbox axle sleeve right (R)

1

LM

2.3 × 4mm screw

2 + 1*

3

Slide the diferential left inner (051B) on to the axle
projecting from the left side of the gearbox casing
lower (050A). Ensure that the cutout in the inner
socket engages with the notch on the axle. Fix with an LM
screw through the end of the axle.

051A
* includes spare
051F
051D

050A

051E

LM

051B

1

Fit the gearbox axle sleeve left (marked L on inside)
(051C) over the axle projecting from the left side of the
gearbox casing lower (050A). Ensure that the cutout in
the sleeve socket engages with the notch on the axle.

050A

4

Fit the gearbox axle sleeve right (marked R
on inside) (051F) over the axle projecting from
the right side of the gearbox casing lower (050A).
Fit the diferential right inner (marked 1 on inside) (051E)
into the diferential right outer (marked L on inside)
(051D). Slide the diferential right inner (051E) on to
the axle projecting from the right side of the gearbox casing
lower (050A). Fix with an LM screw through the end of the axle.

051C
050A

051C

050A
051F
051A

2

Fit the diferential left inner (marked 2 on
inside) (051B) into the diferential left outer (marked L
on inside) (051A). Ensure that the small and larger
notches around the rim align.

051B
051A

051D

051D

LM
051E
051B

2

3
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STEP 52

THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
From the beginning of series production in the summer of 1940 until spring 1943,
a four-speed gearbox was installed on the T-34 tanks. On a number of them it was
fitted right up to the end of 1943.

T

he gearbox on the T-34 was four-speed. It had four
forward gears and one reverse gear. To change
gear, three movable carriages (gear wheels with
two toothed rims) were disengaged and engaged,
according the gearbox the term ‘three-gear.’
The gearbox was manufactured without direct
transmission with two transverse shafts. The conical
intermediate gearing was located forward. Shafts were
located in one horizontal plane.

The entire gearbox mechanism was mounted
in an aluminium crankcase consisting of two halves :
an upper and a lower. These were tightened by bolts.
In the front section of the crankcase, which has
the appearance of a neck, a driving shaft with a conical gear
wheel was mounted in a special collar. At the top of the neck
there was a platform on which the electric starter was
mounted on a bracket.

An aperture with
a stopper enabled oil to be
poured in to the gearbox.
This was located
in the upper half of
the crankcase, next to
the cover above the gear
wheel of the reverse gear.
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052E

052C

052B

052G

LM
052A

052D

052F

BP

KP

CODE
NUMBER

COMPONENT NAME

QUANTITY

052A

Gearbox casing upper

1

052B

Gearbox cap

1

052C

Gearbox cylinder

1

052D

Starter motor

1

052E

Starter motor base

1

052F

Starter motor cap

1

052G

Compressed air cylinder

1

LM

2.3 × 4mm screw

2 + 1*

BP

1.7 × 4mm screw

1 + 1*

KP

2.0 × 4mm screw

1 + 1*

3

Push the two pins inside the starter motor
base (052E) into the corresponding two sockets
in the starter motor (052D). Push the two pins
inside the starter motor cap (052F) into the corresponding
sockets in the other end of starter motor (052D). Then push
the pin on the compressed air cylinder (052G) into the hole
in the starter motor base (052E), orientated as shown (right).
052E

052D

052G

052F
052E

* includes spares

1

Push the gearbox cap (052B) into the small hole
in the gearbox casing upper (052A) in the position
shown.

4

Fit the assembled
starter
motor (052D)
to the notched socket at
the front of the gearbox
casing upper (052A),
orientated as shown. Fix
with a KP screw from
beneath the casing.

052A

052A

052D

KP

052A
052B
052B

5
052A

Fit the assembled gearbox casing upper (052A)
to the gearbox casing lower (050A), orientated
as shown. Fix with two LM screws from beneath.

2

Fit the gearbox cylinder (052C) into the notched
socket in the gearbox casing upper (052A)
in the position shown. Fix with a BP screw
from beneath the casing.

LM
LM

052C

052A

052A

BP

2

050A

3

